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Fundamental Viewpoints in the Theory 

of A Priori Measure 

Yoshio Kinokuniya水

Abstract 

The preoent author has decided to establish his theory of a 1うriori・付teasure
basing on four principal hypothe3es. The important characteristics wiJl be ob-
served in the assertion of null measure for any set， the power of which is realIy 
less than that of continuum and the complete exclusion of non-me総司rablesets. 
Some remarks on a study of the occupation of a point ar・emade in supplement. 

1. Introduction. In several previous memoirs， in introducing a measure of 

point called pozni-dimension， so as to define a measure of a set of points cal-

led a 1うriorimeasure， 1 have intended to study the relative structure between 

the theory of sets and the theory of integral. Recently 1 had the good fortune 

to find some important conditions to make the set胸 theorogicalaspect very 

simple， so that in this paper remarks may be made about a new system of hy-

potheses， establishing the foundation of our theory of a priori measure and 

giving a new Iight on the theory of sets. 

We restrict our investigations within the Euclidian space of finite dimcn-

sion. As for the set of real numbers， the points Pωof which the abscis2a is 

x， is supposed to possess an infinitesimal space called the occupation of Px 

(x-O， x十O)=((x)) (J.1) 

and the point-dimension of p" 

μ必

is considered as the meas世巴 of((x)); i.e. we posit them in the relation 

p，，，=m(C幻). (1，2) 

With缶 wewill indicate an a priori n:casure; as has been stated several 

times in the previous memoirs， measure of a set is given by the formula 

品川1)=@3μp 

FfM 

fl.p being the point-climeu:Obil of the point P. 
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2 2 Y03hio Kinokuniya 

Whe:n the pOlnt-dimensions are uniformly eq'la! for each poLl'1:: of the spaceフ

it I3 sa:d they make a norm，ll sysiem of point-dimensioJ.. When a space E， lS 

pu'c in biunlvoq'lely coniInuous correspondeJ.ce wii:h the space jij for which a 

normal system of point-dimens:i.onμis given， aαd if the relation 

μ，(P，)ニ入(F)μ(P)

OくA(P)<∞ 1

( 1.1， desig ，1ates the transformed point-dimension in the space E， by this cor-

respondence) is satisfied for each poil1t P In J<j， it Is said thatμ1 makes a re-

gular system in E，; i:n other words， the occupation of P，(P)(the correspondi:ng 

point in E'， ωthe point P in E) is changed i:n its size by the measure pro句

porti:m A(P) to be compared with the origiαa1 occupaLion of P. These are the 

facts 1 sta'i:ed already in the previous m色moirsof min巴;in this paper some 

structural proprieties of a日 occupatiOlJ.of point sha11 be investigated， too. 

2. Fundamental System of Hypofhe日es. The following system of hypotheses 

gives ma呼 convenie立ces， if we adopt it to provide for the sets considered; 

so， I have decided to take it as the fundam::ntal base to establish the theory 

of a priori meas'jre. lt consists of fvmプ hypothesesdevided into two groups 

The sets are taken i.n a finite-dim己nsionalE二lclidianspace. 

1. UNDER A NORMAL SYSTEM OF POINT-DIMENSION 

I，l) A set M is 'i1ZJ必 urabtea priori zvi・訪問中2Ctto a 1ZormaJ systemμ whe}l 

and only when the m:!asure is given by ~he formula : 

f古川町=lt(M)/.1.

lt(M) is the inver3Ion numbsr of M， which has been defin;;d to indicate the 

number of the p::>i.nts contaI:t1ed Il1 M. Wf，en 1¥1 is 5J-mea3ur，tble M is mea~urable 

Gρriori too and in(M) is equa! to th2込meaSUY2of M. 

1，2) On denoting wiihψιfんecardinal of the infillite set M; (io=1，2)， if 

ψ1<ψ己

it is destined tftαi 

1 入(P)mョynot be n巴己号3sarilycontinuous of P in spite of continuity of the correspondence 
b母-tw自主nthe pointo in E and E1 

(只 i:2) 
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f五(M，)/I五(M，)=O

with respect to a 1Z0rma? system， whether Mi is mcasztrable a priori 01' not. 

II. FOR THE GENERAL CASE OF DIMENSIuN SYSTEM 

II.l) If both of M， and M， be meas仰 'ab!ea戸ゴori，the seis 

M，土M2

are measuγable a会riori，too. 

II，2)庁forany set measurable (l pliori F contained in tize given set M， the 

relation 

;五(F)ニO

be obs;;r/Jed， thcn ii must be that ihe se! M isσ1うriorimeasutable and 

m(M)=O. 

As a measurc we mca九 anon-negative value fur ai1y case， S:l that it may be 

oirect from 1，1) that ;;CM) is aηadclieive funci:Ion of a set; i. e. whe工1M， and 

M2 are a p了iorimeasurable and l¥L円M2ニ 0，we have IIICM，十M2) 二 inCM，)十日CM，).

1，2) may be induccd from 1，1)， but 1 put it up here in r巴gardto its import目

ance. Whe1 1im ;:五CMk)=uis found on a cenain structure， by wh;ch the ele守

h 

me:J.ts of limMk=M are distinguished withh. th士 limitof enumerability， we 

wil1 say that th2 inve1叫 onnumber n(M) is deiermined and M is meas仰 'able

a priori. Then tne fol1owing resuHs are directly obtaine::1. 

Whe:1 the sets M，コM2:::J"':::JM，/， コMk+lコ'" are a11 measura'bJ e a priori， 1t is 

ca五ilyscen that the product of them 

Mニ JJM"

is measurable a priori too and 

;日(M)=liminCMk). 
k-)∞ 

As for the sets M， cM， c…cMt cM件 1 C::'" mea3urable apriori， if mCM"，) are 

un，iformly boundea above， it is proved that the reunion 

(213) 
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is measurab1e and 

Yoduo l(iロリkUlliyコ

C'Q 

M= .L:Mk 
hニ 1

m(M)二limm(Mk). 
11-+∞ 

To induce II，l) from the s十andpointof I，l) wilI be impossib1e with no aux-

iliary assumptions. 

II，2) is important specialIy in point that it 1eads us to the excIusion of non-

measurable set. Under a n3rma1 system of point-dimension， it is remarka田

b1e that if the condition of II，2) be satisfied， for any sequeαce of inversion 

numbers 

日1くむく・・・くH

(n being the supposed inversion n江mberfor M) we sha11 have 

n工μ=n，μ=・・・ =0.

3. On Null Measure Assertion. When the cardinal of ihe set N is rea!ly less 

than thαi of coれtinuum，N is meαsvγableα会rioγiω1d

m(N) =0. 

This proposition is Null Measure Assertion， but to telI the truth， it needs 

some conditions to be effective1y consistent. When the space considered is 

provided with a norma1 system of point-dimensiol1， we see the asserUon is 

valid， on account of the hypothesis I，2)， since as is weI1 known there exists a 

set of continuum power of which the mcasure is observcd as zcro in the sense 

of '¥?-measurability. In this s2ction 1 wiI1 show that the assertion is consistent 

with respect to a regu1ar system of point-dimension. 

If N be a sei of pOI'1ts in the space E， of which the cardina1 is real1y 1es8 

than that of continuum and E be provided with a regu1ar system of pointーポー

mClsion; then it is direct that for any pair of points x，τfぞ Ewεhave

。く _1汽く∞ (3，1)
/.I .. /J，'， 

Besides， we may suppose wiih no 10s8 of generaiity ihat E is the linear space 

of rea1 numbers (一∞，∞)， and N is bounded; i. e. 

N 亡くa，b)= 1， (一∞くαくbく∞).

(2~4) 
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lf c is a point in N， 0口 acccuntof (3，1) a positive integer n exists for any 

point xc I-N， such that 

1 . > __Ll:J;_ >土
n-l μ~ n 

Let this number n be denoted as n( x， c)， and let the set of the points 

x (d-N) for which n(x，i;)=k be denoted as X(1;， k) (k=1，2，3，...). 

Then we have 

エX(1;， k)ニ I-N (合.2)

c{コ

beca江田 ifnot so， there exists a point x d -N -L:: X (1;， k) such as 
k=l 

JL空 =Oor∞;
Ik~ 

this is contradictory to (3，1). 

As the power of the set I-N is apparently equal to that of continuum， 

there exists a set 

X (1;， κ〉

the power of which is equal to that of continuum. Then. 0日 accountof the 

definition of X(1;， κ)， we have 

{、 1 (u，，> ，i 
日tX(1;， K)}>正 nl X (1;， κ) Jl内

。孔i:heother hand， there exists at least one point 1; f N， for which 

jLE〉日(N)
n(N) 

(3.3) 

became mCN)= ¥S IL~. Thcreforc， supposing thc point 1; satisfies thc ineq~lality 
~(N 

(3.3) in advηnce. wc have 
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By I. 2) we see directly 

n{X(1;，K)} 一
n(N) 一山

s::> that丸IVCmay ha vc : 

that means 
b - a:> ni {X(1;，/C)}>∞缶(N):>0， 

(215) 
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?五(N)=O. Q. E. D. 

Since what is me~J.tioned above is verifiecl by using the symboIs m(N) 01' 

日{Xぽ，K)}， it seems we may not asse1't the result for the generaI case where 

the sets N 01' Xぽ，り maynot be always posi.ted as measu1'able f1'om the first. 

But， as a matter of fact， the verifying composition mentioned above can be 

he'd unchanged on symbolical formalism， so that we may admit the resu1t 

gained above to be valid general1y. 

4. I<~xclusion of Non-measurability. When the notion of inversion number was 

introducecl in a previous memoir of mine， 1 thought in pr・ivate 1 could set 

measurability to be equivalent to conceivability of a set by means of this 

notion. But 1 have changed my mind recently when 1 found 1 could he:p the 

absurdity of measurability by exc1uding nor:-measurability by means of the 

hypothe3is 11. 2). 

About a seque立ceof measura ble sets ; 

B1 C B， C... C B.¥; C Bk+l C... c M， 

if the set M is bounded 2 and the space in which M is given is provided 

with a no1'mal system of poil1t-dimension，日(M)may not be la1'ge1' thaηa 

ce1'taIn finiteロumber，sJ that we may not fil1d the disjoint mcasurablεsets 

Lk c M-B.，むuchas 

f五(L，，)>ε>0 

fo1' an infinite numbc1' of k， fo1' aつypm:.itive numberεfixecl. Using thIs fact. 

we do not find it difticult to prove: 

PROPOSITION: Fur any bounded sei in a Euaidirm space 0/ fzniie di・men-

sioηρrovided wiih a幻ormalsystem ofρoin十dimension，iiwre can be foundμ 

sequence of aρrz'ori measurabte sc，'s B1 C B， c. ， .亡 Bι 亡 B"'+1己・・・ CM  80 

i hat t I1e .sct 

M一三;払
hニ 1

(4，1) 

2 Under the generaI system of point-dim己主iona bounded sei may b" defined as a 呈etwhich 
is contain::d in司 certョina priori m巴asur・ableset. 

(216) 
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111Cty confai11 110 subset which is measu1'abte a 1う1'io1'iwithαposiiive measu1'e; 

C臼

i. e. fo1'側ヲ α会1'ioγimeαsur、tbteset F contained i1Z MーエB，cwe have -(F)=O. 
hニ i

Then， on acount of IL2)we see directly that the set (4，1) is of nuil measure; 

and consecpentiy we conc1江de'that the set M=~B"十 (M-IB，，) is measurable a 

priori， since k Bk is mea3ura ble a priori as ver lIied in the scction 2: Thus i t 

is observed that non胸 measurability is excluded from our conceρtion of a set， 

on O1J.r cour6e of study ba3ed on the four hypotheses L 1)一時 II，2).

It is interesting that th巴 denialof non-measurabi1ity by means of the hy-

pothesis IL 2) Is very similar to that of any other parallel lines than the equi-

distant 0巴eby the hypothesis of Euclidian paraI1eIism. 

Moreover， we may fihd any univoque real func'i:IoロfCP) to be measurable 

in our s，en.se， when we take an appIi.cation 

γp CPEM， M being a bounded set) 

to i.:ndicate the general system of point-dimension; because， thenぽ1efunction 

of a set 

γ(M)= (0γp 

is promis:!d to sati.s:fy th己 axiom3(IL 1) and (IL 2) as the representation of 

the a priori measure of M w1th re3pect to the systemγp， and consequently 

the set of the points for whIch 

y-ε< f(P) ，.c Y十 ε

should be measurable a priori，on condition that the support of f(P) is a bound-

ed set. Those being so， we have: 

PROPOSITION :庁 ihefzωctionザ aset 

γ(M)= (0γp C:;;>O) 

be gen3ralty regard"d asσρrio1'i m:Jasu1'e， and if the 1'eal function f(P) is 

boundzd in module and hts iis support to be a bounded set wi・thresρeci to z'he 

systemγp， then the i11iegral 

γ(f(P). M)= (0 f(P)γp 

('xists iηi he seu百eof ilw geneγαlized [lcbesgue com争osiilon U!itlt rcs争ectto r/・

(217) 
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1'he demonstration 1S direct. As the sets 

Mn ， 2 (/ ) = (P ; Y n く/(P)ミミグ叶1)n M 

(y"十1=Y"十ε)are a11 a priori measurable as stated above， both of fhe sums 

~Ynry (Mn，ε(/)) =L 

~YI山 γ(M叫 2(/))=J

exist and t巴ndmonotonely to the same limit ]， which must be the value to be 

represented in the form 

]=ミ3/¥..P)γp口 γ(fCP)，M) Q. E. D. 

5. Law of Absorption. Our theory of a priori measure is not only the de-

velopment reduced from the fundamental system of hypotheses 1，1) ---rr， 2)， 

but it contains many de1icate ideas which seem very natural to our intuition. 

Among them the notion of occupation of a point is a speciaIly difficult one. 

By the occutati.on 

C(x)):=: (x-O，x十 0) (5.1) 

the author means that ((幻)contains a11 the possible spacing regarded as ly-

ing between the limiting points x-O a:ud x十0，and he has asserted that 

μ=伍(万一-0，x十 い2ζcx-; 叶~ ) l 
~ (5，2) 

=u五(x+ 02，τ+ 0) . I 

Such are of the new categories that have never appeared in any cla~sical books， 

but are co・nsiderredvery effident to establish the conception or continuum. 

The point 

X 十I¥，ε(ε>0， 1> I¥， > 0) 

is distinct from the point x， because there is observed the distance 入εbe-

tween them; but. when we take the 1imiting processε} 0 th'3 limiting point 

xイ-AO

should be regardod as belonging to the occupation (5，1)， whereas tho posi-

tion x十I¥， 0 itself may not be regarded as overlapping exact1y with the posi-

tion x. Thus the notion of occupation C (x)) is seen to be dlffercnt essentially 

from tlwt of position. 1'110 1九w tnenlionrd a])o¥.o r 日日y.:r.十 λOr((x))I is 

ca11ed Law o[ A.bsorptio1Z. 

(218) 
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In fact it seems very natural that on the process 

x'一歩 x

generlly we should have 

lim x'ε((x))， (5，3) 

whereas， to conform to the calculating process (5，2) it must be qxactly 

Z 十 ;E(ω) but x + 2・of ((x 

on the definiti.on (5，1). To remove such a contradiction it may be reasonable 

O 
if we consider that the desiヴ nationx + ~~_ or x十 2・omay n01 indicate the 

"'--~----_.. 2 

simple limiting process of the types 

Z 十 ;or z+2ε(ε→0)， 

but they may suggest sOme structural re1ation of the occupations ((心〕

ニ (x-20，xイ2・0)，(エ_0 x寸0)orケ-_Q_， x十2.0)etc. to the formuJa 2".'-/--'.' 2 

1 == (0，1)== (5 ((心).
xd 

If we accept this distinction， it wiIl be to indicate the fact (5，3) by the tenn 

"law of absorption" ge日erally.

6. Resilience. On the s.;;udy of continuum， it has been an important remarl王

that a日y point xε〔一∞，∞)has no contiguous point. G. Cantor posited to 

take the three points x-O， x and x十 oas the same to indicate the positbn of 

the point P.c， but it is wel1 known I:n the the::>rIes of integral and real func-

tions， to distinguish these three is口ecessaryin some cases. The source of the 

discussions 0丸 well，・orderedsets too， may be understood to have lai:n in the 

absurdity of contiguity of the real numbers. 

The first observation of the cοntiguous state of the real numbers has been 

made with respect to the law of absorption from our point of view， and then 

a11 inversion of this law is posited to make the notion of resilience; in other 

words， we elncidate thεabsurd cOIltiguity of the real numbers to be caused 

by the resilience of each point. An occupatioIl l11ay be considered as dweI1ing 

in its eXrans1ve state only whcn it is cヲn日idei'ec1to l1aye ~:()rn(' l11{'('hanic日1

propriety町--say， resill:ellCr. 

(219) 
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0ロtheelementary plane geometry， we learned a famous casui.<:tic proces邑，

to verify any length larger than the proper length of a line fegment 1， to be 

possibly adoptable as the measure of L by using auxiliary Iines parallel to 

each side of a triangle of which 1 is the base. From our stanci.point of view， 

lhis is not a mere paradox， but it may be valid when we bestow cach point 

of 1 with two directions of resi1ience parallel to each sides of the triangle. 

111 the general Euc1idian space of finite dime:t'sion， each point is consider-

ed to have its resiIience expansive in the directions of the coordinate田axesso 

that the aggregative structure of the space may be observed to make a con-

tinuum very natural1y. 

BC3ides the notiun of resi1ience we shall have ancther invι:rs:on of the law 

of absorption， which is found to be needed when the absorbed limiting point 

is considered to be separated frcm inward the occupati.on， 00. moviag・along

the inverse prosess of the Iimiting given in the first. Such is a phenomenon 

to be observed in mechanical historicity; we study it for instance on the 

observation of the histories of distribution and calI it Law of Dissoluiion. 

You will perfectly understand the ideas described in this paper if you wi1l 

refer to the followIl1g works by the same author. 

i ) On Continuum， Mem. Muroran Univ. Eng. Vo1. 1， No. 3 CI952~; 

ii) A Course of Radonian Calculus (1953) (this bookIet wilI be obtained at 

Maruzen， Sapporo Japan); 

iii) A Synthetic Light on the Distributions and iheir SiochasticiiY， Mem. 

Muroran Univ. Eo.g. Vol. I. No，5 (1954). 
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